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Abstract – Sentiment analysis being a part
of text mining research domain has been
recognized due to their successful
implementation in social media analysis.
Sentiment analysis methods had intelligent
ability to classify texts into negative or
positive. Classified texts concluded whole
users respond and described opinion
polarity about particularly topic. Based on
this idea, this research took e-learning’s
users opinion as object measured through
sentiment analysis. The results can be used
to evaluate the e-learning activity. This
research had been implemented in
Widyatama University which had been
running e-learning activity for several
years. Qualitative method by given
questioner to users and gather the
feedback is commonly used as evaluation
of e-learning system previously. Still,
questioner
doesn’t
represent
the
conclusion about the whole opinion.
Hence, it needs the method to identify
opinion polarity from e-learning member.
The e-learning opinion data sets were
gathered from questioner filled by elearning member included both student
and lecturer as participants. The
participants gave review about learning
outcome after their participation in elearning activity. Their opinion was
needed to describe current situation about

e-learning
activity.
Therefore,
the
conclusion could be used to make
improvement
and
describe
few
achievements about the e-learning system.
The data sets trained by Naïve Bayes
classifier was grouped into negative or
positive in its user respond. The
classification results were also evaluated
by a number of particular evaluation
metric used in data mining to show the
classifier performance such as accuracy,
precision, and recall.
Keywords: classifier, evaluation,
learning, sentiment, naïve bayes
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I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of the internet based
technology leads to revolution in education
area. The traditional face to face learning
changed by web based learning and relieve
distance during learning process [1]. Web
based learning which known as e-learning
system has numerous approach in different
educational level. Now days a lot of
educational institution offering e-learning as
part of learning activity especially in higher
education [2][1]. E-learning system defined
as the improvement of teaching quality
through
multimedia
and
internet
technologies. E-learning not only provide
teaching material and educational service but
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also
evaluation
scheme,
exchange
information and collaborative learning
between student and lecturers [3][4]. The
main purposes behind Education institutions
use the e-learning technology is to improve
learning outcomes. They believe that more
participation, self-regulated and interactive
communication are considered as key factor
to improve learning outcomes [2][5].
Recently,
e-learning
platforms
also
introduced in public administrations and
corporations to make learning quality better
than traditional teaching [6][7].
E-learning effectiveness contain detailed
information based on evaluation result of elearning system. It can lead to reflection and
revision of the learning approach adopted in
educational institutions [8][9]. Usually
educational institutions do the assessment
into their e-learning system to know the
effectiveness which useful to know learning
outcomes that has been achieved and
possibly compared current or previous
method
and
approach.
E-learning
effectiveness sometimes difficult to measure
empirically without controlling all involved
variable which still difficult to do in real
environment. This paper purposes to perform
the analysis of the e-learning system
effectiveness based on personal feedback
retrieved from both student and teacher. We
believe that “what other people think” has
become important piece of information for
the people during decision making process
[10]. Therefore, the personal impression
retrieved from student and teacher could be a
good indicator about e-learning effectiveness
and useful for top level management to create
decision.
Sentiment or opinions are key of our activity
because human behavior influenced based on
it. Human decision sometimes influenced by
the other opinion. In the real world,
organization and business always try to
improve their product and service by finding
out about customer’s opinion. It is commonly
happened because customer always want to

know about another opinion of a product
before purchasing it. This paper conducted
based on this idea, whether the e-learning
participant opinion would lead to proper
advice for decision making process.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: Review of literature on e-learning
evaluation and previous research in sentiment
analysis; Discusses the research method of
this study included data preparation and
experimental setup; Discusses the experiment
result and analysis; Finally summarize the
result and suggest the possibility for the next
research.
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Research in e-learning becomes interesting as
more and more higher education in the world
wide has been used e-learning system for
their course delivery and tried to comprehend
how effective and usable related to
interaction between human and computer
[11][12][13]. Positive user experience could
indicates the acceptance, satisfactions and
efficiency of academic institutions [14]. The
system itself is not adequate to sustain new
educational approach like e-learning,
therefore higher education must understand
and learn whether users have got positive or
negative experience during their study
[15][5]. E-learning system meet the
requirements when users satisfy and feel
positively [16][17][18].
About Moodle
Moodle originally design by Martin
Dougmias, was released on 20 August 2002.
Moodle is known as robust open source elearning platform was developed by
collaboration
effort
of
international
community. Until now, Moodle e-learning
platform still continually improved to give
teacher, administrator and student with a
stable, secure and increased learning
experience. Currently, Widyatama University
adapt “Blended Learning” as e-learning
method approach. Blended Learning is
learning approach that uses both face-to-face
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and e-learning [19]. Classroom based
teaching enable the student to consolidate
their skill and knowledge. It usually held on
first and near exam meeting, while the online
learning has been held at the rest schedule.
Online learning by Moodle allows the
student to gain the resource and doing
activity to make sure that they can revise
their works, discuss in forum and involve in
quiz.
III. METHODS
The data was collected from e-learning
system at Widyatama University. We create
questionnaire form opened 5 January 2017
and closed on 4 February 2017. The
questions were asked to the e-learning
participant from both teacher and student
through questionnaire form. The whole of
Participants was recently use moodle elearning platform as learning activity in
Widyatama University. They are registered
e-learning member on running semester
which have been enrolled in moodle class
during running semester. The participants
must fill their opinion about e-learning
system that they have experienced before.
The e-learning user’s response corpus has
272 positive and 168 negative sentences.
This research has used 4/5 of them as
training set, and the rest as test set. This
constructs dataset containing 351 training
instances and 89 test instances. The naïve
Bayes classifier training method has created
a token list in the form of [(feats, label)],
where feats is feature dictionary and label the
classification
label.
Feats
contains
{word:True} and label will be ‘positive’ or
‘negative’. This study, we assume the corpus
as direct opinions. They are easier to handle,
otherwise indirect opinions often needs more
time to deal with [20]. For evaluation
methods,
this
study
uses
nltk.classify.util.accuracy,
nltk.precision,
nltk.recall and nltk.f_measure library [21].
This research uses NLTK (Natural Language
Toolkit), a python based programs which

known as platform to work with human
language data [21]. Naïve bayes has been
used as base classifier algorithm to train
corpus. The experiment which has been
conducted in this research follows several
steps as described below:
Collect the data through questioner. The
questioner form form has been distributed to
e-learning participant for both student and
teacher in certain periods of time.
Data
preprocessing.
Retrieving
the
participant’s feedback. Create separation
manually toward dataset into positive and
negative corpus.
Feature extraction. Deciding the relevant
feature for classifier by selecting specific
words.
Training and testing dataset. Doing cutoff
for both positive and negative corpus as
much as 80% for training set and 20% for
testing.
Classify using naïve Bayes classifier.
Implementing machine learning algorithm to
learn word pattern that represent sentiment.
Performance evaluation. Performing the
evaluation scheme include accuracy,
precision, recall, and F-measure metric.
Conclude the sentiment result. Extracting
the most important feature based on
classification result. This is useful for higher
education to create decision for future
improvement on e-learning system.
Naïve Bayes Classifier

Above figure illustrate training corpus which
most classified into negative so the classifier
starts closer to the” negative” label. In this
example, the input document contains the
word “time” which strong indicator for
“positive” label. After each feature has made
its contribution, the naïve bayes checks
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which it is indicated to, and defining that
label to the input. For example, the word
“time” occur in 80% of the positive
document, 20% in negative document.
Calculated likehood score, by multiplied by
0.8 for the positive label and 0.2 for negative
label. The whole effects, will be to decrease
the score of the negative more than positive
label.
Naïve bayes algorithm creates classification
by finding the probability for a label. First, it
uses the Bayes rule define Q (label|features)
in term of Q (label) and Q(features|label) and
N(feature|label)
(1)
Naïve Bayes algorithm then makes the
‘naïve’ assumption which whole features are
independent as formulated below:
(2)
Then for each label, the algorithm calculates
the numerator and normalized them by sum
to one as represented in the following
formula:
(3)
Accuracy has been commonly used to
evaluate a classifier. It shows the percentage
of test set which is correctly labeled. In this
study uses nltk.classify.accuracy(Steven et
al., 2009) to calculate the accuracy classified
sentiment on a given test set.
Since sometimes the number of relevant
document lower that irrelevant document, the
accuracy scores for irrelevant labeled
document would be near to 100%. Therefore,
there are four terms to represent different set
of measures.
Relevant items correctly
identified as relevant defined as “True
positives” (TP). irrelevant items which
correctly identified as negative defined as
“True negative” (TN). “False positive” (FP)
defined as irrelevant items that are
incorrectly identified as relevant, and finally
“false negative” (FN) as relevant items which
is incorrectly identified as irrelevant.

Precision and recall is another performance
evaluation which tried to overcome
shortcomings
of
accuracy.
Because
sometimes accuracy can be misleading in
“search task” while attempting to find data
which relevant to an appropriate task.
Precision indicates the number of relevant
items which identified were relevant, with
the formula is TP/(TP+FP). Recall shows the
number of relevant items which successfully
identified by the formula TP/(TP+FN). Fmeasure (F-score) combined by precision and
recall, also defined as harmonic mean of
precision and recall by the formula (2 x
precision x recall) / (precision + recall).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Accuracy
After the evaluation process, the algorithm
shows accuracy on 87.5%. It means 87.5%
was correctly labelled on the test set.
Precision, Recall and F-Measure
As shown on table 1, 93% recall means every
user’s responses that has identified positive
correctly. Very few false negatives in the
positives class. Correct positive classification
identified with 87% positive precision and
the rest 13% identified as false positive for
positive label. Negative precision as 87.9%
indicates very few false positive for the
negative class. Relatively high recall causes
about 23% false negative for negative label.
F-Measure shows weighted harmonic means
between precision and recall.
Informative Features
Table 1. Precision and recall score
pos precision:
pos recall:
pos F-measure:
neg precision:
neg recall:
neg F-measure:

0.872852233677
0.933823529412
0.902309058615
0.879194630872
0.779761904762
0.826498422713

Table 1 shows the most informative feature
which affect the sentiment degree. The table
only shows ten informative features sorted by
their ratio in feature label. The table also
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shows that the training set which contain the
word “kuis” reaches 13.5 labeled as negative
more often than positively labeled. Another
feature is the word “forum” also labeled as
negative more than positive as much as 10.7
times higher.

Table also shows the result that needed by
top level management to create decision
making. The words that appear in most
informative feature can be analyzed to find
the major drawback on current e-learning
system. In addition, selecting relevant feature
and deciding how to handle with it for
learning process leads into learning model
ability to create a good model. In this study,
we use a fairly simple and obvious set of
features which is carefully constructed during
data
preparation.
Typically,
feature
extraction involves trial-and-error process
guided by intuition about what information is
correct related to the problem.
V. CONCLUSION AND
SUGGESTIONS
This research performed classification on elearning participant’s opinions. The opinion
datasets have been labeled into positive and
negative which divided into training and
testing set. Naïve Bayes algorithm has been
used as learning method and shows the
accuracy by 87.5%. Another evaluation also
performed with precision, recall and Fmeasure to represent relevant and irrelevant
document and they show a good result. It
means the model has been successfully used
to classify opinion and extract the most
important features to be used by top level
management to create decision making. The
critical point that represent drawback and

effectiveness has been shown on Table 2.
More analyzed by using simple statistic can
be used by utilizing each word contained in
the most informative feature as the main
keyword to create improvement and learning
outcome achieved by student. Another
improvement could be made to achieve better
result since this study focus on direct
opinion. As suggestion for the research, the
different type of opinion method can be used
to improve machine learning ability.
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